Rally Clasico Mallorca
They say fortune favours the brave or something like that, but despite venturing out to the
Spanish island of Majorca for many years cycling and making my week there coincide with
the rally, I had only ever been a spectator and frustratingly never a competitor.
The event remained on my bucket list for several years with no luck in finding a driver but
three weeks before this year’s rally I saw this appeal on their Facebook page.
Rally Clásico Mallorca
Attention we are looking for a co-pilot
to run this year in a 1973 Ford Escort MK2
with a champion of Rally Classic de Mallorca
Write us a private message if you speak
English and you know the island well
A quick flick through the provisional entry list and I realised it was a Mk1 Escort but the
driver was particularly interesting. John Sheldon is not only a previous winner of the
rally but a veteran / legend of Le Mans, Group C and sportscar racing.
After a few minutes thinking shall I answer or not, my reply was winging it’s way to the
organiser and within a couple of hours John had been in touch and my flights were
booked!
Many of the stages there I know from either spectating on the event or riding my bike
on them, or in the case of Sa Calobra and Formentor, up them, as they are both big
mountains. However the opening night stages were new to me, so John sent his pace
notes from previous years for me to copy and make sense of – here we go again I
thought, another new note system that I have to get my head around.
With scrutineering on Wednesday and the rally starting on Thursday night, I flew out on
the Monday and we had a run through of one of the stages on the way to the hotel – no
peace for the wicked.
Tuesday we planned to be up early to get the stages at Formentor, Pollenca and Sa
Calobra all ticked off before too many cyclists and tourist coaches made it too difficult.
The plan worked well although the number of tourists was definitely down on previous
years.
The western stages including the tricky night time ones were noted on Wednesday
before scrutineering, which meant I then had several hours work ‘inking-in’ and rubbing
out my book of words and in the early hours of Thursday morning they were eventually
completed.
One of the great things about this rally is the variety of cars making up the 100+ car
field. Off first are the two regularity categories (fast and slow), before the ‘Youngtimer’
category which includes anything from Group A and B and finally the Competition
category containing the historics.
Any cars that don’t fit directly in to a class or don’t want to run competitively will be
slotted in as a 0, 00, 000, 0000 car as the organisers just love to see anything out there.

This meant our start time as one of the last cars on the road would be nearly two hours
after the first car.

During the day we had to cure a rev-limiter misfire, but other than that the immaculate
2 litre BDG Mk1 was ready to go. The service boys Ricky, John and Richard had got the
few spares we had crammed into the hired Peugeot and at just before 8pm we headed
out from the glitzy harbour start ramp at Peurto Portals and off to the first mountain
stage at Coll sa Creu.

The first night was three stages plus what was called a ‘drag race’. Each year the
organisers try to introduce something new to appeal to spectators but this wasn’t really
their finest effort on a deserted industrial estate.
All stages were completed without incident and both driver and co-driver settled in to
working together for the first time – something I had initially worried about as John was
doing his 18th Rally Mallorca and this was my first. Although we survived the evening
without incident, many didn’t and all of our class opposition wiped itself out, meaning
that if we finished all three days, we would win the class!
Day 2 signalled a return to Col sa Creu to start with but finishing to the North East
rather than in the town of Calvia as per the previous night. A loop of 4 stages with
roadside servicing completed the morning’s activities before we headed for the
infamous Sa Calobra stage first thing after lunch.
For anyone who has ever been to Majorca, Sa Calobra (or the Serpent) is a 13km stretch
of road from the top of a mountain down to a lovely bay, but what goes down the road
can only escape by going back up the same piece of tarmac. Having cycled it a few times
over the years I was really looking forward to this iconic stage with it’s many hairpins
and a 270 degree corner, it really is an incredible feat of engineering.

Amazingly, I didn’t actually enjoy it as much as I thought I would, probably because I
was concentrating so much and trying not to look down.
If I was slightly disappointed by this, the next stage more than made up for it, running
from the town of Soller the stage climbed up and down through 52 hairpins in 9.8 km in
the dark – absolutely magical!
Day 3 and the weather was shocking. The rain was so heavy there was a yellow weather
warning and they expected the worst downpour since the previous October – they were
not wrong.
Unfortunately we didn’t have any wets so were having to use a set of very old A2 gravel
tyres which were far from ideal. We dropped heaps of time but managed to get through
the morning and safely through to the lunch halt at Formentor.
This is another iconic stage but due to a landslide the stage was shortened by over half
the planned distance. It did still include the frighteningly fast downhill section towards
Pollenca Bay and is definitely not a stage for the feint hearted.
After a final mountain stage which again turned out to be in the dark for us running at
the back of the rally, we returned to Puerto Portals for the finish and obligatory afterrally party. To win the class was for me, the icing on the cake.
The rally had been won by Seb Perez & Gary McElhinney in their lovely Porsche 911.
For our little team comprised of a 75 year old ex Sports Car driving legend, our trusty
Ricky Higgs prepared 1973 Mk1 Escort, fantastic service crew of Rick, John & Richard
and me achieving a long-held ambition, we finished 9th overall in the race category and a
class win.
Hopefully I will be asked back again next year as this really is a fantastic rally in
beautiful surroundings with super smooth roads. What’s not to like?

